We show that the interval of the lattice of semigroup pseudovarieties between the pseudovarieties generated by all semigroups of full (respectively, partial) order preserving transformations of a nite chain contains a chain isomorphic to the chain of real numbers (with the usual order). Similar results are proved for several related intervals.
Introduction and summary
Recall that a semigroup pseudovariety is a class of nite semigroups that is closed under the formation of divisors (that is, homomorphic images of subsemigroups) and nitary direct products. For a family F of nite semigroups, the least pseudovariety containing all semigroups from F is said to be generated by F.
The problem of a description of the pseudovariety O generated by all semigroups of order preserving transformations of a nite chain was suggested by J.-E. Pin in the Szeged International Semigroup Colloquium in 1987. The interest in studying O has been motivated by looking for standard universal, in a sense, objects for the pseudovariety A of all nite aperiodic (that is, containing only trivial subgroups) semigroups. Indeed, it was known that some semigroups of transformations of a nite chain yield such universal objects for some important subpseudovarieties of A. For example, the pseudovariety R of all nite R-trivial semigroups is generated by all semigroups of decreasing transformations of a nite chain 12, Theorem 4.
3.6] (a transformation x
This work was started when the second author was visiting the University of Porto, Portugal, with the support of the INVOTAN; it was nished when he was visiting Laboratoire Informatique Th eorique et Programmation at the University Paris-VII, France, in the framework of the Europe Research Fellowship provided by the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation. The rst author was supported in part by ESPRIT-BRA Working Group 6317 \ASMICS-2" and by JNICT through the project SAL. of a chain hI; i is said to be decreasing if i:x i for all i 2 I). The pseudovariety J of all nite J-trivial semigroups is known to be generated by all semigroups of decreasing and order preserving transformations of a nite chain 14], see also 12, Theorem 4.1.10]. Taking into account that the pseudovariety A can be regarded as the class of all nite H-trivial semigroups 12, Proposition 3.4.2], one indeed might expect that \by symmetry" it should be generated by all semigroups of order preserving transformations of a nite chain. However the faith in a pre-ordained harmony leads to disappointment in most cases including this one. It was recently discovered by P. M. Higgins 8] that the inclusion O A is strict. Here we are going to show that the gap between O and A is in fact very big: the interval O; A] of the ordered set of semigroup pseudovarieties has the cardinality of the continuum, moreover, it contains a chain which is order isomorphic to the chain of real numbers with the usual order. Actually we obtain much more precise information about the location of the pseudovariety O and the closely related pseudovariety PO (generated by all semigroups of partial order preserving transformations of a nite chain) in the ordered set of all aperiodic semigroup pseudovarieties. To describe the results of the paper in more details, let us rst recall what exactly has been done in this respect in 8] .
The two following important results were proved in 8]:
any nite R-trivial semigroup divides some semigroup of partial decreasing and order preserving transformations of a nite chain 8, The- Recall that the join X _ Y of two pseudovarieties X and Y is the least pseudovariety containing both X and Y. Let L denote the pseudovariety of all nite L-trivial semigroups and PO the dual of the pseudovariety PO.
Using this notation, we can express the results above by the following string of inclusions 
We prove not only that all the non-strict inclusions in (1) are in fact strict but also that all the intervals whose ends are the adjacent pseudovarieties in (1) (that is, such intervals as O; O _ R], O _ R; PO], etc) have the cardinality of the continuum, moreover, contain a chain isomorphic to the chain of reals with the usual order. Thus our paper shows that semigroups of order preserving transformations of a nite chain are in fact much more speci c than arbitrary aperiodic semigroups. However, it turns out that it is still possible to describe any aperiodic semigroup by means of order preserving transformations of a certain kind. Saying so we mean recent results by the rst author and P. M. Higgins (see 2]) who have constructed an in nite hierarchy of pseudovarieties of nite aperiodic semigroups which starts with O and in limit reaches A. The members of this hierarchy are generated by certain transformation semigroups which preserve so-called n-chains of interval partitions of a nite chain.
Back to the present paper, let us brie y describe its formal structure. The paper consists of 7 sections. Section 1 contains some preliminaries. In Section 2 we deal with the interval O; O _ R]. We rst construct an in nite series of pseudoidentities holding in O thus giving a new upper bound for O. Using this series we nd an in nite family of nite semigroups in R which are in a certain sense independent modulo O. This allows us to construct a chain isomorphic to the chain of reals in the interval O _ R; PO]. The same scheme is implemented in Section 3 for the interval O _ R; PO]. In Section 4 we nd a new upper bound for the pseudovariety PO and then study the interval PO; PO _ L]. Section 5 is devoted to the next interval PO _ L; PO _ PO ]. In Section 6 we consider the interval PO _ PO ; A] and prove in a similar way that it also contains a chain isomorphic to the chain of reals. In Section 7 we investigate the relative location of the nite aperiodic inverse semigroups with respect to the pseudovariety O.
Finally, to prevent possible confusion, we mention that an early preprint under the same title 3] was relatively widely circulated among specialists in the area, and one can nd references to it in several publications (for example, 2, 8, 9] ). This preprint, however, has only few intersections with the paper in its present form.
Preliminaries
Let V be a pseudovariety and F a family of nite semigroups. We say that F is independent modulo V if no semigroup S 2 F belongs to the pseudovariety generated by the set V (F n fSg). The following easy observation will be used several times in the paper. It is not essentially new (see, for example, 11, p.140 or p.82 of the English translation] where a similar argument was used in the group variety setting) but we do include its proof for the sake of completeness. Proof. Fix a bijection ' : F ?! Q between F and the set Q of all rational numbers. Now let be a real number. Denote by V the pseudovariety generated by V and all semigroups S 2 F such that '(S) . It is clear that, for each , the pseudovariety V belongs to the interval V; V _ W]. By de nition < implies V V ; moreover, the latter inclusion is in fact strict. Indeed, there exists a rational number r such that < r . Then the semigroup ' ?1 (r) 2 F belongs to the pseudovariety V and, in view of F being independent modulo V, does not belong to the pseudovariety V . Thus the mapping 7 ! V is an order isomorphism between the chain of all real numbers and a chain in the interval V; V _ W].
We note that under the hypothesis of Proposition 1.1 the interval between V and V _W is not only very \tall" but also very \wide": it is easy to prove that it contains also antichains of the cardinality of the continuum. It is interesting if the lattice of semigroup pseudovarieties possesses \tall" but \narrow" intervals, that is, intervals without uncountable antichains but still containing a chain isomorphic to the chain of reals. Now let us recall the notion of a pseudoidentity. An n-ary pseudoword (or implicit operation) is a mapping associating to each nite semigroup S an n-ary function S : S (n) ! S on S such that, for every homomorphism f : S ! T between nite semigroups, commutes with f in the sense that f( S (s 1 ; : : : ; s n )) = T (f(s 1 ); : : : ; f(s n )) for all s 1 ; : : : ; s n 2 S. A pseudoidentity is a formal identity of pseudowords, say, = , and a nite semigroup S is said to satisfy this pseudoidentity if S = S . We say that a class C of nite semigroups satis es = is so does every member of C. Reiterman 13] showed that every pseudovariety is de ned by some set of pseudoidentities as the class of all nite semigroups which satisfy all pseudoidentities from . In particular, a nite semigroup S belongs to a pseudovariety V if and only if S satis es all pseudoidentities which hold in V. We will use in the present paper the easy (only if) half of this statement.
Another useful consequence of this easy half of Reiterman's theorem is the fact that the pseudovariety generated by a family F of nite semigroups satis es all pseudoidentities holding in F.
The collection of all n-ary pseudowords forms a semigroup under the natural point-wise multiplication:
( ) S (s 1 ; : : : ; s n ) = S (s 1 ; : : : ; s n ) S (s 1 ; : : : ; s n ) for any nite semigroup S. Every word w = w(x 1 ; : : : ; x n ) on n letters de nes an n-ary pseudoword in a natural way: w S (s 1 ; : : : ; s n ) = w(s 1 ; : : : ; s n ) for any nite semigroup S. Therefore the semigroup of words over an alphabet of n letters, that is, the free semigroup of rank n, embeds into the semigroup of all n-ary pseudowords.
We conclude this section with a simple but important example of a pseudoword. It is the unary function x 7 ! x ! which, for any semigroup S, associates with each element s 2 S the idempotent of the cyclic subsemigroup generated by s. More generally, every \!-word" constructed from variables by multiplying and applying the operation x 7 ! x ! is a pseudoword. In particular, we will use the pseudoword x !+1 which is merely a more convenient form of the pseudoword x ! x = xx ! . Clearly, each nite aperiodic semigroup satis es the pseudoidentity x ! = x !+1 .
The interval O; O _ R]
We start by constructing a series of quasiidentities holding in all semigroups of order preserving transformations of a chain.
Lemma 2.1 For any n > m 1 the quasiidentity ab n c = ac ?! ab m c = ac (2) holds in every semigroup of order preserving transformations of a chain.
Proof. Let S be a semigroup of order preserving transformations of a chain hI; i. Take any i 2 I and any a; b; c 2 S such that ab n c = ac. Suppose that i:ab i:a. Consecutively applying b; b 2 ; : : : ; b n?1 to this inequality, we obtain i:ab n i:ab n?1 : : : i:ab 2 i:ab i:a: Now applying c and using ab n c = ac we get i:ab n c = i:ab n?1 c = : : : = i:ab 2 c = i:abc = i:ac: Clearly, the same conclusion can be deduced provided that i:ab i:a. Thus we see that i:ab m c = i:ac for all i 2 I which means that ab m c = ac.
We can treat Lemma 2.1 as a slight generalization of the well known fact that semigroups of order preserving transformations of a chain contain no non-idempotent group elements of a nite order. Indeed, if S is a semigroup of order preserving transformations of a chain, so is S 1 , and, letting in the quasiidentity ab n c = ac ?! abc = ac a = b and c = 1, we see that S satis es a n+1 = a ?! a 2 = a, a condition which, for nite semigroups, is equivalent to aperiodicity. In particular, all semigroups of order preserving transformations of a nite chain are aperiodic. To prove another crucial property of the semigroup R m we need more information about its elements. We summarize this information in the following lemma which can be easily veri ed by looking at the automaton (3). Proof. Suppose we substitute an idempotent e 2 R m for y. Then, using aperiodicity of R m (which follows from Lemma 2.4), we get x ! y k (xy`) ! = x ! e(xe) ! = x !+1 e(xe) ! = x ! xe(xe) ! = x ! (xe) !+1 = x ! (xe) ! = x ! (xy`) ! . Thus we may assume that y is evaluated to a non-idempotent element of R m , that is, to one of the elements b; : : : ; b m , ab; : : : ; ab m . Further, both sides of the pseudoidentity P k;`s tart with the same idempotent x ! . Clearly, if we evaluate this idempotent to a left zero of R m then the values of both sides of P k;`a re equal to this left zero. Therefore we may additionally assume that x ! = a which is only possible when x = a. Now just calculate the values of both sides of P k;`u nder these assumptions. If y = ab i for some i then, in view of the relations (4) and of the fact that both ab m+1 and ab m a are left zeros, we obtain If y = b i for some i then, using the fact that ki 6 = m 6 =`i by the hypothesis of the Lemma, we obtain in the same way x ! y k (xy`) ! = ab ki a = ab m+1 = ab`ia = x ! (xy`) ! :
Thus the pseudoidentity P k;`h olds in the semigroup R m . Now we are ready to prove our rst independence result. Proposition 2.8 The family fR p g where p runs over the set of all odd primes is independent modulo the pseudovariety O. Proof. Fix an odd prime q and consider the pseudoidentity P q;q+1 . It holds in the pseudovariety O by Proposition 2.3. If p is any odd prime di erent from q then neither q nor q +1 divide p, and by Lemma 2.7 the semigroup R p also satis es the pseudoidentity P q;q+1 . Therefore this pseudoidentity holds in the pseudovariety V generated by O together with all semigroups R p such that p 6 = q. However the semigroup R q does not satisfy P q;q+1 by Lemma 2.5, and therefore, it does not belong to the pseudovariety V.
Combining Propositions 1.1 and 2.8 with Lemma 2.4 we immediately obtain the main result of this Section: Theorem 2.9 The interval O; O _ R] of the lattice of semigroup pseudovarieties contains a chain which is order isomorphic to the chain of real numbers with the usual order.
We note that in fact we have proved a bit more. Indeed, as follows from Lemma 2.6, every semigroup R m has the additional property that its idempotents form a left ideal. Denote by R 1 the class of all nite R-trivial semigroups with this property. It is easy to see that R 1 is in fact a pseudovariety which may be de ned by the following two pseudoidentities:
(xy) ! x = (xy) ! ; (5) yx ! y = yx ! : (6) This pseudovariety is essentially smaller than R but we see that our proof of Theorem 2.9 shows that a copy of the chain of reals sits already in the interval O; O_R 1 ]. In contrast to that we note that the class of all semigroups whose idempotents form a two-sided ideal is contained in the pseudovariety O (see
If a family F of nite semigroups is independent modulo a pseudovariety V then of course it remains independent modulo any subpseudovariety W V. Therefore the family fR p g where p runs over the set of all odd primes is independent modulo any subpseudovariety W O, and we can apply Proposition 1.1 to all intervals of the kind W; W _ Q] with W O and Q R 1 . For example, putting W = J , the pseudovariety of all J-trivial semigroups, and Q = R, we obtain Theorem 2.10 The interval J ; R] of the lattice of semigroup pseudovarieties contains a chain order isomorphic to the chain of real numbers.
Recall that, as mentioned in the Introduction, the pseudovariety J is generated by all semigroups of decreasing order preserving transformations of a nite chain while a result by P. M. Higgins 8, Theorem 4.2] shows that the pseudovariety R can be generated by all semigroups of partial decreasing order preserving transformations of a nite chain. Thus we observe that the gap between partial and full is extremely large for both order preserving transformations and decreasing order preserving transformations. In contrast, semigroups of partial or full decreasing transformations of a nite chain generate the same pseudovariety (namely, R).
Let us brie y discuss some further applications of the semigroups R m . They also deal with independence but of a di erent kind. We say that a system of pseudoidentities implies a pseudoidentity = within a pseudovariety V if = holds in every semigroup from V satisfying all pseudoidentities of . A system of pseudoidentities is said to be independent modulo V if, for any pseudoidentity = in , the system n f = g does not imply = within V. Lemmas 2.5, 2.7 and 2.4 imply Corollary 2.11 The pseudoidentity system 1 = fP q;q+1 j q is an odd primeg is independent modulo the pseudovariety R.
In fact, due to the remark made after Theorem 2.9, the system 1 remains independent even within the pseudovariety R 1 where it can be simpli ed via the pseudoidentity (6) to the equivalent system 0 1 = fx ! y q x ! = x ! y q+1 x ! j q is an odd primeg: This is probably a good place for a small warning. One might think that Corollary 2.11 implies that the system 1 is not nitely based, that is, the pseudovariety de ned by 1 cannot be de ned by a nite system of pseudoidentities. This conclusion based on a \varietal" experience would be wrong | in contrast with the deduction rules of equational logic, the deduction process for pseudoidentities is not of a nite character 1, Section 3.8] and there exist examples of in nite independent and in the same time nitely based systems of pseudoidentities. In fact, we do not know whether 1 is nitely based.
The whole pseudoidentity system 0 = fP m;n j n > m 1g we started with (see Proposition 2.3) is dependent. Indeed, it is easy to see that if d is the greatest common divisor of m and n, then P m=d;n=d implies P m;n within the pseudovariety of all nite semigroups (just substitute y d for y). However it can be shown that the subseries of 0 consisting of all pseudoidentities P m;n with m and n coprime is independent modulo the pseudovariety PO. Since the transformations a and b obviously preserve the usual ordering of the set f0; 1; : : : ; m+ng, the semigroup R m;n belongs to the pseudovariety PO. Calculating 0:a ! b m (ab n ) ! and 0:a ! (ab n ) ! shows that the pseudoidentity P m;n fails in this semigroup. It remains to verify that the semigroup R m;n satis es the pseudoidentity P k;`f or each pair (k; l) such that k=l 6 = m=n. Proof. On the one hand, we immediately get the pseudoidentity Q m;n substituting xy for x in the pseudoidentity P m;n , and therefore, by Proposition 2.3 Q m;n holds in the pseudovariety O. On the other hand, the pseudovariety R satis es (in fact, is de ned by) the pseudoidentity (5) . Using it together with the pseudoidentity x ! = x !+1 (which follows from (5) (ii) Decompositions: If ab = (xy) ! for some x; y 2 S m , then either x = a and y 2 fb; babg or x = y = ab. Analogously, if ba = (xy) ! for some x; y 2 S m , then either x 2 fb; babg and y = a or x = y = ba. whence we see that both sides of the pseudoidentity Q k;`a re equal under this evaluation.
Finally let (xy) ! = ba. By Lemma 3.4(ii) we then have either x 2 fb; babg and y = a or x = y = ba. As above, we are to consider the rst case.
Calculating the values of both sides of Q k;`, we easily get that they both are equal to ba 2 . Thus the pseudoidentity Q k;`h olds in the semigroup S m . Now we can easily nd an in nite independent subfamily of the family fS m g: Proposition 3.6 The family fS n g where n runs over the set of all odd numbers is independent modulo the pseudovariety O _ R.
Proof. Fix an odd number k and consider the pseudoidentity Q k;k+1 . It holds in the pseudovariety O _ R by Lemma 3.1. If n is any odd number di erent from k then by Lemma 3.5 the semigroup S n also satis es the pseudoidentity Q k;k+1 . Therefore this pseudoidentity holds in the pseudovariety V generated by O_R together with all semigroups S n such that n 6 = k. However the semigroup S k does not satisfy Q k;k+1 by Lemma 3.3, and therefore, it does not belong to the pseudovariety V.
Combining Propositions 1.1 and 3.6 with Lemma 3.2 we obtain Theorem 3.7 The interval O _ R; PO] of the lattice of semigroup pseudovarieties contains a chain which is order isomorphic to the chain of real numbers with the usual order.
As in Section 2, we can extract some additional information from our proof. For example, it can be veri ed that idempotents form a subsemigroup in each of the semigroups S m . This property is easily expressible in the language of pseudoidentities and therefore, our construction yields also a copy of the real chain between O _ R and its join with the corresponding pseudovariety. We may also conclude that the pseudoidentity system fQ m;m+1 j m is oddg is independent modulo the pseudovariety PO. In fact, it can be shown that the whole pseudoidentity system fQ m;n j n > m 1g is independent modulo the pseudovariety PO. Remark. In the implication (9), R stands for the Green R-relation on S. It is easy to see that (9) is in fact a quasiidentity, and that it is a consequence of the quasiidentity (2).
Proof. Take Proof. Take any z; t 2 S and let e = t ! , a = (z m e(z n e) ! ) ! , b = z, c = e.
Then ab m c = az m e is R-related to a because az m e (z n e) ! = a(z m e(z n e) ! ) = (z m e(z n e) ! ) !+1 = a since S is aperiodic. Furthermore, we have ac = a and, by aperiodicity, ab n c = (z m e(z n e) ! ) ! z n e = (z m e(z n e) ! ) !+1 z n e = (z m e(z n e) ! ) ! z m e(z n e) ! z n e = (z m e(z n e) ! ) ! z m e(z n e) !+1 = (z m e(z n e) ! ) ! z m e(z n e) ! = (z m e(z n e) ! ) !+1 = ac: In view of the implication (9) we then have ab m c = ac which means that (z m e(z n e) ! ) ! z m e = (z m e(z n e) ! ) ! . We will use the following easy property of the pseudoidentity series fT m;n g: Lemma 4.5 For each pair (n; m), n > m 1, the pseudoidentity T m;n is a consequence of the pseudoidentity P m;n :
x ! y m (xy n ) ! = x ! (xy n ) ! :
Proof. Substituting e = t ! for x and z for y in P m;n we get the pseudoidentity ez m (ez n ) ! = (ez n ) ! : Multiplying it through on the right by ez m ((ez n ) ! ez m ) ! we then obtain the pseudoidentity ez m ((ez n ) ! ez m ) !+1 = ((ez n ) ! ez m ) !+1 which is obviously equivalent to the pseudoidentity T m;n . Now we again make use of the series of semigroups fR m g introduced in holds in the pseudovariety V generated by PO together with all semigroups R p such that p 6 = q. However the semigroup R q does not satisfy T q;q+1 by Lemma 4.6, and therefore, it does not belong to the pseudovariety V.
Of course, Proposition 4.7 is stronger than Proposition 2.8 so we might prove it rst and deduce Proposition 2.8 as a corollary. This way, however, seemed to us to be less natural.
Combining Propositions 1.1 and 4.7 with Lemma 2.4 and using duality we immediately obtain our next main result:
Theorem 4.8 Each of the intervals PO ; PO _ R] and PO; PO _ L] of
the lattice of semigroup pseudovarieties contains a chain which is order isomorphic to the chain of real numbers with the usual order.
As usual, we have proved more than formulated. For example, our proof shows that a copy of the real chain is contained already in the interval PO ; PO _ R 1 ] where R 1 is the pseudovariety of all nite R-trivial semigroups whose idempotents form a left ideal, etc.
The interval PO _ L; PO _ PO ]
As in the previous Section, it is more convenient to work with the dual interval PO _ R; PO _ PO ] rather than with the interval from the title. We will use the following upper bound for the pseudovariety PO _ R. Lemma 5.1 For all n > m 1, the pseudovariety join PO _ R satis es the following pseudoidentity U m;n :
Proof. Clearly, we get the pseudoidentity U m;n substituting tz for t in the pseudoidentity T m;n , and therefore, by Proposition 4.4 U m;n holds in the pseudovariety PO . On the other hand, it easy to see that the pseudovariety R satis es the pseudoidentity (tz) ! z = (tz) ! . (Indeed, using the pseudoidentities (5) and x ! = x !+1 we see that (tz) ! z = (tz) ! tz = (tz) ! :) In its presence both sides of U m;n equal (tz) ! whence U m;n holds in the pseudovariety R.
Modulo aperiodicity, the pseudoidentity series fU m;n g follows \component-wise" from the pseudoidentity series fQ m;n g constructed in Section 3: Lemma 5.2 For each pair (n; m), n > m 1, the pseudoidentity U m;n is a consequence of the pseudoidentity x ! = x !+1 and the pseudoidentity Q m;n :
(xy) ! y m (xy n+1 ) ! = (xy) ! (xy n+1 ) ! :
Proof. Substitute (tz) ! t for x and z for y in Q m;n . We then get the pseudo-
Multiplying the latter pseudoidentity through on the right by (tz) ! z m (((tz) ! z n ) ! (tz) ! z m ) ! we get the pseudoidentity
which is equivalent to the pseudoidentity U m;n .
Recall that in Section 3 we denoted by S m the transition semigroup of the following automaton: Similarly to the previous Section, we only have to strengthen one of our lemmas to make this construction work for us again in the new environment. Now repeating mutatis mutandi the proof of Proposition 3.6 we obtain Proposition 5.4 The family fS n g where n runs over the set of all odd numbers is independent modulo the pseudovariety PO _ R. Proof. Fix an odd number k and consider the pseudoidentity U k;k+1 . It holds in the pseudovariety PO _R by Lemma 5.1. If n is any odd number di erent from k then by Lemma 3.5 the semigroup S n satis es the pseudoidentity Q k;k+1 that, in turn, implies the pseudoidentity U k;k+1 by Lemma 5.2 modulo aperiodicity. Therefore U k;k+1 holds in the pseudovariety V generated by PO _ R together with all semigroups S n such that n 6 = k. However the semigroup S k does not satisfy U k;k+1 by Lemma 5.3, and therefore, it does not belong to the pseudovariety V.
Combining Propositions 1.1 and 5.4 with Lemma 3.2 and using duality we obtain Theorem 5.5 Each of the intervals PO _R; PO_PO ] and PO_L; PO_ PO ] of the lattice of semigroup pseudovarieties contains a chain which is order isomorphic to the chain of real numbers with the usual order. 6 The interval PO _ PO ; A]
As usual, we need an upper bound for the lower end of the interval under consideration. The pseudoidentities for PO and PO found in Section 4 are in fact symmetrical enough to provide us with some pseudoidentities also for the join PO _ PO . However, the upper bound obtained that way is not convenient for our aim. We will therefore construct another series of pseudoidentities for PO which will lead to a more suitable upper bound for PO _ PO . Proposition 6.1 For each positive integer n, the pseudovariety PO satis es the pseudoidentity E n (e(ze) n z ! e) ! ze = (e(ze) n z ! e) ! where e = t ! .
Proof. Let = (e(ze) n z ! ) ! . Clearly, the pseudowords (e(ze) n z ! ) !+1 = e(ze) n z ! and are R-equivalent in the semigroup of pseudowords. This implies that, for any word w being a pre x of the pseudoword e(ze) n z ! , the pseudowords w and are R-equivalent in this semigroup. In particular, the pseudowords = eze and = e belong to the R-class of .
Suppose now that z and t are evaluated to elements of a semigroup S of partial order preserving transformations of a nite chain. Since all the pseudowords w, where the word w is a pre x of the pseudoword e(ze) n z ! , are R-equivalent in the semigroup of pseudowords, they evaluate to R-equivalent transformations of S and so they have the same domain. Let i be an element of the common domain and consider j = i: . Then j:w is de ned for any pre x word w of the pseudoword e(ze) n z ! . Due to this observation, below in most cases, we can avoid verifying that a transformation under consideration indeed applies to a speci ed element.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that i: = j:e j. Since S is aperiodic and z !+1 = z ! in it, z = (e(ze) n z ! ) ! z = (e(ze) n z ! ) ! = in S. Therefore the element j:z = i: z is de ned and equals j. Applying the transformation z to the inequality j:e j we get j:ez j:z = j. We can then apply the transformation e to the latter inequality to obtain j:eze j:e (10) which means that i: i: .
We are going to prove the reverse inequality i: i: . To start with, we note that applying the transformation ze rst to the inequality (10), then to the resulting inequality, and so on, we get the following chain:
j:e(ze) n j:e(ze) n?1 : : : j:eze je: Combining this with the very initial inequality j:e j and with the fact that S satis es = e(ze) n z ! , we obtain j:e(ze) n j:eze j:e j = j:e(ze) n z ! : (11) Now consider two possibilities: Case 1. j:e(ze) n j:e(ze) n z. Applying z rst to this inequality, then to the resulting inequality, and so on, we obtain j:e(ze) n j:e(ze) n z j:e(ze) n z 2 : : : whence j:e(ze) n j:e(ze) n z ! = j: Combining this with (11), we see that j:eze = j:e. Case 2. j:e(ze) n j:e(ze) n z. Again, applying z several times, we obtain the following chain:
j:e(ze) n j:e(ze) n z j:e(ze) n z 2 : : : j:e(ze) n z ! = j:
In view of the inequalities (11) the element j:e lies between the two extremes in this ( nite) chain. Hence there is some k 0 such that j:e(ze) n z k j:e j:e(ze) n z k+1 ;
with the convention that ez 0 = e. Then, applying z to the rst two members of the above inequalities, we deduce j:e j:e(ze) n z k+1 j:ez:
Hence j:e j:ez, and applying e, we get j:e j:eze, that is, i:
i: as desired.
Thus, i: = i: for every element i of their common domain, and therefore, = in S under every evaluation of z and t. This means that S satis es the pseudoidentity = which is obviously equivalent to the pseudoidentity E n from the formulation of our Proposition.
By duality we have Proposition 6.2 For each positive integer n, the pseudovariety PO satises the pseudoidentity E n ez(ez ! (ez) n e) ! = (ez ! (ez) n e) ! where e = t ! .
Now it is easy to deduce a common consequence of the pseudoidentities E n and E n thus obtaining a series of relatively simple pseudoidentities for the join PO _ PO . Proposition 6.3 For each positive integer n, the pseudovariety PO _ PO satis es the pseudoidentity F n (e(ze) n z ! e) ! z(e(ze) n z ! e) ! = (e(ze) n z ! e) ! where e = t ! .
Proof. We observe that the pseudoword (e(ze) n z ! e) ! ze is an idempotent over both PO and PO . In the rst case, it directly follows from Proposition 6.1. To show that (e(ze) n z ! e) ! ze is also an idempotent over PO , we will prove by induction that, for any k = 1; : : : ; n, the pseudoword u k = (e(ze) k z ! e(ze) n?k ) ! ze (with the usual convention that e(ze) 0 = e) is an idempotent over PO . The induction basis follows from Proposition 6.2 because u 1 = (ezez ! e(ze) n?1 ) ! ze = ez(ez ! (ez) n e) ! in the semigroup of pseudowords, and the pseudoword ez(ez ! (ez) n e) ! is an idempotent over PO due to the pseudoidentity E n . Now suppose that 1 k < n and the pseudoword u k is already known to be an idempotent over PO . This means that PO satis es u 2 k = u k , that is, (e(ze) k z ! e(ze) n?k ) ! ze(e(ze) k z ! e(ze) n?k ) ! ze = (e(ze) k z ! e(ze) n?k ) ! ze: Multiplying through on the right by e(ze) k?1 z ! e(ze) n?k we get by aperiodicity (e(ze) k z ! e(ze) n?k ) ! ze(e(ze) k z ! e(ze) n?k ) ! = (e(ze) k z ! e(ze) n?k ) ! : Now multiply through on the left by ez. We obtain the equality ez(e(ze) k z ! e(ze) n?k ) ! ez(e(ze) k z ! e(ze) n?k ) ! = ez(e(ze) k z ! e(ze) n?k ) ! which says that the pseudoword ez(e(ze) k z ! e(ze) n?k ) ! is an idempotent over PO . However, ez(e(ze) k z ! e(ze) n?k ) ! = (e(ze) k+1 z ! e(ze) n?k?1 ) ! ze = u k+1 in the semigroup of pseudowords.
In particular, we have proved that u n = (e(ze) n z ! e) ! ze is an idempotent over PO . Thus, both PO and PO satisfy the pseudoidentity (e(ze) n z ! e) ! ze(e(ze) n z ! e) ! ze = (e(ze) n z ! e) ! ze: Multiplying it through on the right by e(ze) n?1 z ! e and using aperiodicity, we obtain the desired pseudoidentity F n .
For each positive integer n, we denote by G n the transition semigroup of the following automaton: (12) We will also make use of an abstract description of G n constituting the rst half of the following lemma. 
(ii) Torsion classes: Except a, every element of G n is either idempotent or nilpotent.
Proof. (i) The fact that the relations (13){(16) hold in the semigroup G n immediately follows from the structure of the automaton (12) . Now denote by S the semigroup generated by the elements a and b subject to the relations (13){(16). In view of the relations (13) every element of S can be represented by a word in which b alternates with a " where " equals 1 or 2. The relations (14) imply that we can restrict to words with at most one appearance of a (16) we have s n+1 = w n;n , p n+1 = v n+1;n , r n+1 = u n;n+1 , and q n+1 = t n+1;n+1 in S. Therefore S has at most 4n 2 +16n+10 non-zero elements. On the other hand, one can easily verify that, in the semigroup G n , all the transformations induced by the words p i (1 i < n+1), q i (0 i < n+1), r i (1 i < n+1), s i (0 i < n), t i;j (0 i; j n + 1), u i;j (0 i n; 0 j n + 1), v i;j (0 i n + 1; 0 j n), w i;j (0 i; j n) are somewhere de ned and pairwise di erent. Therefore G n has at least 4n 2 + 16n + 10 non-zero elements. Since G n is a homomorphic image of S, we conclude that G n and S are in fact isomorphic.
(ii) We make use of the list of non-zero elements of G n presented in the previous paragraph. Clearly, the elements p i and r i are nilpotents due to the relation (15). The element s 0 = b is an idempotent and the elements s i with i > 0 are again nilpotents due to (15) . Now we note that q 0 = a and q n+1 = t n+1;n+1 and consider the elements q i with 1 i n. Calculating We are going to prove that the family fG n g is independent modulo the pseudovariety PO _ PO . To this aim, we will need the next two lemmas. Lemma 6.6 For each positive integer n, the pseudoidentity F n fails in the semigroup G n .
Proof. Let Proof. Suppose we substitute an idempotent f 2 G n for z. Then, since G n is aperiodic by Corollary 6.5, we obtain (e(fe) m f ! e) ! f(e(fe) m f ! e) ! = (efe) ! f(efe) ! = (efe) ! = (e(fe) m f ! e) ! : On the other hand, if we substitute a nilpotent element for z then z ! = 0 and both sides of the pseudoidentity F m equal 0 under the evaluation. In view of Lemma 6.4(ii), it remains to consider the case when z is evaluated to a.
It was observed in the proof of Lemma 6.4(ii) that, except b, all the nonzero idempotents of G n belong to the set ft i;j ; u i;j ; v i;j ; w i;j g. (14), it is easy to check that there are only 6 idempotents with this property (namely, t 0;0 = a 2 , t 0;n+1 , t n+1;0 , t n+1;n+1 , u n;0 , and v 0;n ) and each of them satis es e = eae = ea 2 e. Therefore both sides of F m are equal to e under the corresponding evaluation. Finally, suppose that z = a and e = b. Then both sides of F m are equal to 0 since already the element (e(ze) m z ! e) ! = a 2 (ba) m+1 a equals 0 in view of the relations (14) and (15) and the condition m 6 = n.
Lemmas 6.7 and 6.6 together with Proposition 6.3 obviously imply the already promised independence result: Proposition 6.8 The family fG n g where n runs over the set of all positive integers is independent modulo the pseudovariety PO _ PO . Now, combining Propositions 1.1 and 6.8 with Corollary 6.5 we obtain Theorem 6.9 The interval PO_PO ; A] of the lattice of semigroup pseudovarieties contains a chain which is order isomorphic to the chain of real numbers with the usual order.
The inequality PO _ PO 6 = A was rst proved in the preprint 3] where a more complicated construction was used. It should be mentioned that this inequality follows also from a recent result by S. Margolis, M. Sapir, and P. (17), then they are equal. However, for example, ba n = a n in J n but not in I n . We will show that I n is isomorphic to the Rees quotient of J n+1 by its minimal ideal.
We start by describing a presentation of J n . The reader will easily verify that the following relations hold in J n : a n and b n are constant functions and, therefore, they are right zeros; (19) Proof. By Lemma 7.1, every element of J n admits a representation as one of the words in the statement. Since a n is a constant function in J n (with value 0), K n consists of constant functions. Moreover, the elements of the form a n b k (0 k n) give the n + 1 distinct constant transformations of the state set f0; 1; : : :; ng and so they give all of K n . To complete the proof, we explicitly compute As corollaries to Propositions 7.3 and 7.4, we obtain the following Corollary 7.5 The Rees quotient J n =K n of J n by its minimal ideal is isomorphic to I n?1 . (23) Clearly, the semigroup A n is inverse. It is also clear that the inverse subsemigroup of A n generated by the transformation b is isomorphic to the semigroup I n we have just considered. In what follows, it will be convenient to identify this subsemigroup with I n ; therefore we denote the inverse of b by a.
Let us explicitly formulate a useful property of transformations in I n to which we will frequently refer. It immediately follows from the calculation in the proof of Proposition 7.4. Lemma 7.7 Let y be any non-zero element of the semigroup I n . Then its domain dm y and its range rg y are intervals of the chain 0 < 1 < : : : < n and there exists an integer s(y) such that i:y = i + s(y)
for any i 2 dm y.
Let C n be the ideal of A n generated by the transformation c. Suppose that x = ucycv. Since rank(x) = 2, we should have rank(uc) = rank(cv) = 2 whence rg uc = rg c = f0; 1g and, since we are dealing with injective transformations, dm cv = dm c = f1; ng. Therefore the rank of x may equal 2 only provided that the transformation y maps the set f0; 1g onto the set f1; ng. Let now s(y) be the integer such that the equality of Lemma 7.7 holds (if y is the identity of I 1 n then we let s(y) = 0). It should then satisfy one of the equality systems ( 0 + s(y) = 1 1 + s(y) = n or ( 0 + s(y) = n 1 + s(y) = 1 which imply that n = 2 or n = 0 respectively. Since we have assumed in the de nition of A n that n 3, we get a contradiction. Thus, case 1) is in fact impossible. Analogously, case 2) is impossible. In case 3) we have x = ucyc ?1 v, and, since rank(x) = 2, we should have rank(uc) = rank(c ?1 v) = 2.
Hence rg uc = rg c = f0; 1g, dm c ?1 v = dm c ?1 = f0; 1g, and to ensure that rank(x) = 2, the transformation y has to map the set f0; 1g onto itself. It is clear that then s(y) = 0, in other words, the restriction of y to f0; 1g is the identical mapping. This implies that we can omit y and rewrite x as x = ucc ?1 is an idempotent. Since m 3, in the rst case both sides of the pseudoidentity P m?1;m equal 0 and in the second case, using the fact that A n is aperiodic by Corollary 7.9, we get x ! y m?1 (xy m ) ! =
x ! e(xe) ! = x !+1 e(xe) ! = x ! xe(xe) ! = x ! (xe) !+1 = x ! (xe) ! = x ! (xy m ) ! : The same calculation shows that both sides of P m?1;m are equal if y is evaluated to any idempotent in A n . Thus we may assume that y is a nonidempotent element of the subsemigroup I n . If x is also evaluated to an element of I n then we can use the fact that the pseudoidentity P m?1;m holds in I n : indeed, by Corollary 7. Suppose that (cy m ) ! 6 = 0. This implies that the range of cy m , that is fms(y); 1+ms(y)g\f0; 1; : : :; ng, has a non-empty intersection with dm c = f1; ng. The equality ms(y) = 1 is impossible since m 3. The equality 1 + ms(y) = 1 would imply s(y) = 0 meaning that y is an idempotent and thus contradicting our assumptions. The equality ms(y) = n contradicts the condition of the Lemma that m does not divide n. The only possibility remains that 1 + ms(y) = n. In this case, however, 1:cy m = n and n:cy m = n ? 1 whence already (cy m ) 3 is nowhere de ned. Therefore we do obtain that (cy m ) ! = 0, a contradiction.
In contrast, we have the following Lemma 7.11 For each integer n 3, the pseudoidentity P n?1;n fails in the semigroup A n .
Proof. Let x = c, y = b. Then x ! y n?1 (xy n ) ! 6 = x ! (xy n ) ! because 1:c ! b n?1 (cb n ) ! = n while 1:c ! (cb n ) ! is not de ned.
Lemmas 7.10 and 7.11 together with Proposition 2.3 easily imply the following independence result: Proposition 7.12 The family of inverse semigroups fA p g where p runs over the set of all odd primes is independent modulo the pseudovariety O \ Inv. Now, combining Propositions 1.1 and 7.12 with Corollary 7.9 we obtain our last main result. pseudovarieties has the cardinality of the continuum 6, Corollary 7.6]. In fact, it is fairly easy to observe that, combining their proof of this result with
